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AePS fraud liability guidelines

Banking Updates

The National Payments Corporation of India
(NPCI) has introduced detailed guidelines for
banks to redress frauds perpetrated on
customers and merchants where a misuse or
an error in biometric data or UIDAI seeding on
Aadhaar Enabled Payment System (AePS) have
led to a loss of funds. As per AePS fraud
liability guidelines, introduced formally from
September 1, NPCI has issued new rules for
acquiring and issuing banks on responsibilities
to deal with such fraudulent transactions that
cause monetary losses for customers and to
reimburse them. During the course of the
Covid-19 pandemic, several cases of fraud
were reported in Jharkhand and Tamil Nadu in
the direct benefit transfers (DBT) where
government welfare funds meant for
underprivileged beneficiaries were allegedly
siphoned off using the AePS.

Government Policy
Depositors of stressed banks to get up
to Rs five lakh back from November 30

Depositors of stressed banks like Punjab &
Maharashtra Cooperative (PMC) Bank are now
set to get up to Rs 5 lakh back from November
30 as the government has notified the
amendment to the DICGC Act. Parliament
earlier this month passed the Deposit
Insurance and Credit Guarantee Corporation
(Amendment) Bill, 2021 ensuring that account
holders get up to Rs 5 lakh within 90 days of
the RBI imposing moratorium on the banks.
The amount of Rs 5 lakh would be provided by
the Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee
Corporation (DICGC). The government has
notified September 1, 2021 as the date on
which the provisions of the Act shall come into
force, according to a gazette notification dated
August 27, 2021. "In exercise of the powers
conferred by sub-section (2) of section 1 of the
Deposit Insurance and Credit Guarantee
Corporation (Amendment) Act, 2021 (30 of
2021), the Central Government hereby
appoints the 1st day of September, 2021, as
the date on which the provisions of the said
Act shall come into force.

The issuing bank must notify within five days
when a customer registers a complaint along
with an investigation report. NPCI will then
give the acquirer bank 10 days to make their
submission where they will have to contend
that the liability of fraud is not at their end, the
circular said.
If the acquirer is unable to do so, the new NPCI
guideline mandates the bank to reimburse the
customer within three days. The submission of
the acquirer bank will be scrutinised by the
issuer bank too. The bank that acquired the
merchant or whose device has been used is
the acquirer bank. The issuer is the bank in
which the user holds her deposit and links
Aadhaar AePS transactions. These guidelines
are applicable for all financial transactions –
cash withdrawal, deposit, fund transfer,
involving business correspondents (BC) or
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customer service points (CSPs) on AePS
network.

PAN-Aadhaar
linkage
extended till March 2022

Scheduled Tribe (herein after the ‘receiver’)
residing in any specified area as referred to in
s.10(26) of the Act," .

deadline
Finance Ministry asks IBA to play
pivotal role in resurgence of economy
The Finance Ministry on Wednesday asked
Indian Banks' Association (IBA) to play a pivotal
role in the resurgence of the economy in the
75th year of India's independence. "At this
juncture I would urge the IBA Chairman to
scout for good competent resources and
technology adoption for capitalisation. IBA
should not be merely an association that
passes banking issues to the RBI, it must rather
strive to integrate with economic reforms for
boosting growth," Financial Services Secretary
Debasish Panda said. Inaugurating the Delhi
office of IBA, the secretary suggested that the
Association can also look at providing training
and skilling to middle management banking
professionals so as to unburden banks in the
same task. "IBA has a pivotal role to play in
terms of research and key banking issues and a
significant role to play in the resurgence of the
economy in the 75th year of India's
independence," he said.

Aadhaar linking with PAN can now be done till
March 31, 2022, after the government
extended the deadline from September 30,
2021. “The Central Government, in
continuation of its commitment to address the
hardship being faced by various stakeholders
on account of the Covid-19 pandemic, has, on
consideration of representations received
from various stakeholders, decided to extend
timelines for compliances under the Incometax Act,”

No TDS for recipient under scheduled
tribe category
Finance Ministry on September 17 notified
that there will be no deduction of tax on bank
deposit interest if the recipient belongs to a
scheduled tribe. "The Central Government in
exercise of the powers conferred by subsection (1F) of section 197A of the Income-tax
Act, 1961 (“the Act”) notified that no
deduction of tax shall be made on the
following payment under section 194A of the
Act, namely payment in the nature of interest,
other than interest on securities, made by a
Scheduled Bank (herein after the ‘payer’)
located in a specified area to a member of

IIT Alumni from Himachal is New
Entrant in Top 10 Richest Indian List
2021, Earns Rs 153 Cr Per Day
Jay Chaudhry has secured his place among the
top 10 of wealthiest people in India, according
to the latest IIFL Wealth Hurun India Rich list
2021. The net wealth of the 62-year-old
business tycoon has been estimated at Rs
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1,21,600 crore. He has earned Rs 153 crore in
last one year, according to the list. IIT Alumni
from Himachal is New Entrant in Top 10
Richest Indian List 2021.

that all bank branches provide better customer
service to people with regard to exchange of
notes and distribution of coins, the central
bank added. The banks will also be provided an
additional incentive of Rs 10 per bag for coin
distribution in rural and semi-urban areas.

The CEO and founder of the Zscaler, once
hailed from a small North Indian village in
Himachal Pradesh, founded the cyber security
firm in 2007. The IIT alumnus is the owner of
42 per cent of the Nasdaq-listed firm, which
has a market cap of Rs 281,000 crore. The
increase in demand of the company’s cyber
security company on the back of increased
corporate ransomware attacks contributes to
nearly 85 per cent of the immense wealth
under his name. This has pushed him to the
number 10 spot on the IIFL Wealth Hurun India
Rich list 2021.

RBI to set up five-member panel on
NUE licences
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) will set up a
committee to scrutinise applications and give
recommendations on new umbrella entity
(NUE) licences, people aware of the
development
said.
The
five-member
committee will be headed by RBI chief general
manager P Vasudevan. NUEs will establish
their own payment infrastructure to compete
with National Payments Corp. of India (NPCI).
The government hopes to build a settlement
system similar to the unified payments
interface (UPI) with the NUEs. The system will
be focussed on small and medium enterprises,
merchants and consumers. The RBI had in
August 2020 issued guidelines for creating
“for-profit NUEs”.

Regulator Speaks

RBI removes PCA restrictions on UCO
Bank
The Reserve Bank of India has lifted the curbs
on the state-run UCO Bank after its financials
improved and the bank committed to
prudence. The bank now goes off the so-called
Prompt Corrective Action, leaving just two
banks under curbs. This leaves Indian Overseas
Bank and Central Bank of India under PCA. The
regulator reviewed the performance of UCO

RBI increases incentives for banks for
distribution of coins
The Reserve Bank on Friday increased
incentives for banks for distribution of coins to
the general public to Rs 65 from Rs 25 per bag.
This has been done keeping in view the overall
objectives of clean note policy and to ensure
3
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bank and found that it’s earnings for the for
the year ended March 31, 2021, is not in the
breach of the PCA parameters. “It has been
decided that UCO Bank is taken out of the PCA
restrictions subject to certain conditions and
continuous monitoring,”

end, the customer’s card details will still be
protected,”

RBI cautions public
updation frauds

against

KYC

RBI enhances scope of tokenisation to
ensure security of card data
In a bid to ensure security of card data, the
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has enhanced the
scope of tokenisation and permitted card
issuers to act as token service providers (TSP).
Under tokenisation services, a unique
alternate code is generated to facilitate
transactions through cards. The RBI extended
the device-based tokenisation to card-on-file
tokenisation (CoFT) services, a move that will
bar the merchants from storing actual card
data. Card-on-file refers to card information
stored by payment gateway and merchants to
process future transactions.

The Reserve Bank of India cautioned the public
against frauds being perpetrated on the
pretext of updating Know Your Customer or
KYC details. The regulator also alerted the
public against sharing any personal or financial
information with unidentified persons. The
fresh set of cautionary remarks come after the
RBI received several complaints and reports of
customers falling prey to frauds being
perpetrated in the name of KYC updation. The
regulator said that the usual modus operandi
in such cases include receiving unsolicited
calls, emails or messages from unidentified
person, urging the customer to share personal
detonate like account login, card or PIN
information.

Banks indicate they are well prepared for the
card tokenisation system and emphasise it will
not impact customers. While lenders expect it
to be a smooth transition, there could be some
initial friction as consumers and merchants
adapt to the new system. “This move by the
Reserve Bank of India will enhance card
security framework for digital transactions.
With tokenisation, a card specific token is
generated. Going forward that token can be
used for all online transactions. This will
ensure enhanced security. In case of any data
breach or hacking attempt at the merchant’s

RBI permits lenders to sell fraud loans
to ARCs, paves way for resolution
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has permitted
the transfer of loans that have been classified
as fraud by lenders to asset reconstruction
companies (ARCs), thus paving the way for
resolution of such accounts.
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The RBI has also said that the legal
responsibilities
regarding
reporting,
monitoring, filing of complaints with law
enforcement agencies, and other such related
matters with such exposures will move to the
ARCs post the transfer.

a well-functioning financial market in that it
improves risk distribution and liquidity of
lenders in originating fresh loan exposures,"
the RBI statement read.
The master direction will apply to all scheduled
commercial banks in the country. However,
regional rural banks, small finance banks and
Non-Banking Financial Companies (NBFCs) and
all-India term financial institutions will be
excluded, the Livemint report added.

“...stressed loans which are in default for more
than 60 days or classified as NPA are permitted
to be transferred to ARCs. This shall include
loan exposures classified as fraud as on the
date of transfer provided that the
responsibilities of the transferor with respect
to continuous reporting, monitoring, filing of
complaints with law enforcement agencies,
and proceedings related to such complaints
shall also be transferred to the ARC”,
the RBI said in a master circular on the transfer
of loan exposures.

Auto debit for EMI payments, other
bills may be hit from Oct 1 due to new
rules by RBI for banks
Auto debit of payments such as EMI mandate
may be hit due to new compliance rules of RBI,
there is a chance you may have to do it
manually. RBI brought this restrictions in case
to strengthen security measures for card
payments, which lenders are expected to meet
by October 1.

RBI norms require banks to make 100 per cent
provisions for the entire amount classified as
fraud. As per RBI’s annual report, lenders have
declared loans worth Rs 1.37 trillion as fraud in
FY21.

According to RBI's new rules, banks can only
process such transactions if they send a predebit message to customers at least 24 hours
prior to the payment. Also, automated
payments above Rs 5,000 will need to be
authenticated by the customer manually via a
one-time password (OTP).

In FY20, the amount was Rs 1.81 trillion and in
FY19 it was Rs 64,539 crore.
Prior to this, lenders were not allowed to sell
loans classified as fraud to ARCs.

RBI issues master direction for
securitisation of standard assets, loan
transfer

Banking & Finance News

RBI issued a separate master direction on the
transfer of loan exposures and securitisation of
standard assets

Ubharte Sitaare Fund
The 'Ubharte Sitaare Fund' has been set up by
Exim Bank and SIDBI. The fund is expected to
identify Indian enterprises with potential

"Prudentially
structured
securitisation
transactions can be an important facilitator in
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advantages by way of technology, products or
processes along with export potential, but
which are currently underperforming or
unable to tap their latent potential to grow.
Accordingly, India Exim Bank's Ubharte Sitaare
Programme (USP) identifies Indian companies
that have the potential to be future champions
in the domestic arena while catering to global
demands. The fund is a mix of structured
support, both financial and advisory services
through investments in equity or equity like
instruments, debt (funded and non-funded)
and technical assistance (advisory services,
grants and soft loans) to the Indian companies.

reported a net profit of Rs 4,616 crore, aided
by an improvement in interest margins and
lower provisioning.

Harvard Business Publishing features
merger of Indian Bank, Allahabad Bank

State-owned Indian Bank has been featured in
the Harvard Business Publishing for its
successful merger of Allahabad Bank. The firstof-its-kind seamless merger of equal sized
Indian banks with prominence in the southern
and eastern region of the country has been
well recognized and published by Harvard
Business Publishing as a case study. Curated by
Indian School of Business (ISB), this case study
titled 'Merger of Equals: The Amalgamation
Story of Indian Bank and Allahabad Bank'
encapsulates the journey that Indian Bank
embarked on, to successfully execute the
amalgamation process. ‘Merger of Equals'
narrates the entire integration process which
comprised rigorous strategic planning and
execution by Indian Bank with impetus on the
challenges faced and their answers found. The
merger has made Indian Bank, a pan-India
lender with significant presence in southern,
northern and eastern parts of the country. The
amalgamation exercise 'Project Sangam' had a
three-pronged approach on product/process,
employee-customer communication and IT
integration.

Sandeep Bakhshi reappointed as ICICI
Bank MD & CEO
The Reserve Bank of India (RBI) has approved
the re-appointment of Sandeep Bakhshi, MD &
CEO, of ICICI Bank with effect from October 15,
2021, till October 3, 2023. According to a
notification to the stock exchange, the
shareholders at the annual general meeting
held on August 9, 2019, had already approved
the appointment of Bakhshi for a period
effective from October 15, 2018, upto October
3, 2023. Bakhshi was appointed the MD & CEO
of the bank, with effect from October 15,
2018. RBI had approved a three-year stint for
Bakhshi back then as opposed to a five-year
stint that the bank had sought. Bakhshi took
over as the CEO of the bank after Chanda
Kochhar, who was facing inquiry on allegations
of alleged quid pro quo in extending loans to
certain entities, resigned as the CEO of the
bank. Under Bakhshi, the bank in Q1FY22,
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customer-centric digital transformation and
deeply embed digital and data into PSBs’ ways
of working,” a report on the features released
by the press information bureau stated. The
EASE reforms also aim to bring in collaborative
banking through tie-ups between PSBs and
with broader financial services ecosystem such
as NBFCs for the coordinated handling of cooriginated loans. Finance minister Nirmala
Sitharaman detailed the way ahead for India's
public sector banks as part of her
government's EASE 4.0 policy. EASE 4.0 or
Enhanced Access and Service Excellence is the
Centre's reform agenda public banks aimed at
institutionalising clean and smart banking.
Sitharaman met heads of PSBs to review
financial performance of the lenders and
progress made by them to support the
economy battered by COVID-19.

Next gen banking reforms to drive
digital growth among PSBs

Credit outreach programme and ODOP
The finance minister Nirmala Sitharaman
launched the fourth edition of the Public
Sector Bank Reforms Agenda ‘Enhanced Access
and Service Excellence (EASE) - 4.0’. The
reforms agenda is focussed towards imbibing
tech-enabled, simplified, and collaborative
banking. The first edition of EASE 1.0 was
launched in January 2018. Under EASE 4.0,
PSBs would offer new age 24x7 banking with
resilient technology has been introduced to
ensure uninterrupted availability of banking
services, improving the reliability of
technology platforms, and aligning internal
processes in the state-run banks to deliver
such services. “The next edition of EASE
reforms aims to further the agenda of

The finance minister Nirmala Sitharaman
announced that she has asked state-run banks
to step up lending and hold outreach
programmes or loans melas across India from
October to lend to desirable borrowers, in
order to give momentum to the stimulus
package. Sitharaman said that it was too early
say that there is lack of credit demand in the
7
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economy. “This year too sometime in October,
there will be a credit outreach in every district
of the country,” the finance minister said. “In
order to keep up the momentum of stimulus
that we are periodically giving we have also
asked banks to go out and give credit.” The
outreach programme or loan melas that was
mooted in 2019 are aimed at meeting the
demand of borrowers during the festival
season. Last year, in a period of four days
agriculture, vehicle, home, education and
personal loans were sanctioned. At the end of
March 2021, almost Rs 4.94 lakh crore was
distributed under the credit outreach
programme (between October 2019 and
March 2021). Finance Minister Nirmala
Sitharaman said she has requested banks to
work with all state governments to push the
‘one district, one product’ agenda. Banks have
also been requested to interact with export
promotion agencies, chambers of commerce
and industry to understand and address the
requirement of exporters on time.

Eight major banks have joined the account
aggregator network that will enable customers
to easily access and share their financial data.
These lenders include State Bank of India, ICICI
Bank, Axis Bank, IDFC First Bank, Kotak
Mahindra Bank, HDFC Bank, IndusInd Bank,
and Federal Bank.

PhonePe gets in-principle approval as
an account aggregator from RBI

UPI registers robust growth in August

Lower savings deposits rate
State-owned lender Punjab National Bank
(PNB) has reduced savings deposit rates by 10
basis points to 2.90 per cent. This compares
with deposit rate of 2.70 per cent and 2.75 per
cent offered by State Bank of India (SBI) and
Bank of Baroda (BoB), respectively. The cut in
the interest rate--effective from September 1-will be applicable on existing as well as new
savings fund accounts, the lender said. Bank
officials said the decision is partly driven by
huge liquidity that the bank continues to
manage and also correction in rates vis-a-vis
peers, especially public sector banks.

PhonePe Account Aggregator Pvt Ltd, a fully
owned subsidiary of the PhonePe Group, has
got in-principle approval from RBI to operate
as an account aggregator (AA). The licence
permits PhonePe to launch its account
aggregator platform that will enable free and
instant exchange of financial data between the
financial information users (FIUs) and financial
information providers (FIPs) with due consent
from customers, in a safe and secure manner.

Digital payments continued to grow at a robust
pace and touched a new record in August with
further easing of lockdown restrictions by
many States and resumption of economic
activities.
Unified
Payments
Interface
registered 355 crore transactions worth ₹6.39
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lakh crore in August 2021, according to data
released by the National Payments
Corporation of India on Wednesday.
Transactions on the UPI platform had
breached the ₹6 lakh crore-mark in July to
amount to ₹6.06 lakh crore.

GM Retail Assets Vikas Kumar said that ‘Utsav
Dhamaka’ campaign wit hthe objective of
providing capital to retail customers for their
consumption needs at attractive interest rates
and value add ons

SBI signs pact with three NBFC MFIs for
Co-lending to JLGs

BCs emerging as predominant delivery
channels for banks

State Bank of India (SBI) has signed a Master
Agreement with Vedika Credit Capital Ltd
(VCCL), Save Microfinance Pvt Ltd (SMPL) and
Paisalo Digital Ltd (PDL), for co-lending to
individual members of Joint Liability Groups
(JLG) to undertake agriculture and allied
activities including other income generation
activities to increase its reach in the rural and
semi-urban areas of the country offering small
ticket
loans.
An important tool to increase the micro
finance, MSME and affordable housing
portfolio.

From being an alternate model, the Business
Correspondent (BC) model is emerging as the
predominant delivery model for banks to
expand their last mile outreach in unserved /
underserved areas of the country, per a
Reserve Bank of India (RBI) study. The number
of BCs across the country have grown at a
compounded annual growth rate (CAGR) of
13.05 per cent to 11, 76, 221 as at March-end
2020 from 6, 37,029 as at March-end 2016.
However, the numbers of branches/ banking
outlets in villages have only increased at a
CAGR of 2.29 per cent to 58,042 as at Marchend 2020 from 51,830 as at March-end 2016.

RBI had issued guidelines on Co-lending
scheme for banks and NBFCs / NBFC-MFIs for
Priority Sector Lending to improve the flow of
credit to unserved and underserved sectors of
economy and to make funds available to
borrowers at an affordable cost. The colending model aims to give the borrower the
best interest rate and better reach.

Utsav Dhamaka in Indian Bank
Indian Bank has unveiled a ‘Utsav Dhamaka’
campaign in a bid to further boost retail sector
loan growth. The campaign, which will be on
till year end, will provide special offers on
home loan, vehicle loan and non-priority jewel
loan products for retail customers.

Indian Bank become the official
partner bank for the collection of
offline and online treasury for the
Integrated Financial and Human
Resources Management System

Highlights of the ‘Utsav Dhamaka’ campaign
include relaxation in the rate of interest for
home loan, vehicle loan and jewel loan
schemes, along with a blanket 100% waiver of
processing charges for any loans availed from
the mentioned categories.

The Integrated Financial and Human Resources
Management System is a portal developed by
the government of Tamil Nadu to integrate
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human resources and finance related services
providing a comprehensive management
system.

and the SARFAESI Act. The overall recovery
rate till Q4FY21 improved to 39.3 per cent. But
the recovery for Q1FY22 has dipped to 25.5
per cent, reducing the cumulative rate to 36
per cent.

The public, through the portal, can avail
government services related to Tamil Nadu
treasuries and accounts, chief auditor of
statutory boards departments, small savings,
pension, co-operative audit and government
data centre, among many others, at a click of a
button.

There was a slowdown in cases in Q1FY22 (126
cases) compared with approximately 250 cases
admitted in Q4FY21.
So far, almost 30 per cent of the admitted
cases have ended in liquidation. Also, 10 per
cent of the cases have been withdrawn under
Section 12 A of IBC and only 9 per cent of the
total cases have ended in approval of
resolution plans. IBC has managed to nudge
the banks to recognise bad assets in time and
instill a strong credit and repayment culture by
both banks and borrowers.

Legally Speaking
CoC resolution plan can't be modified
or withdrawn: Supreme Court
In regard to the Insolvency and Bankruptcy
Code (IBC), Supreme Court said that once the
committee of creditors (CoC) submits a
resolution plan for an asset, it cannot be
modified or withdrawn by the resolution
applicant. It also said the 330-day deadline for
resolution of assets should be strictly adhered
to.
It said that recently, the parliamentary
standing committee on finance suggested that
there should be a benchmark for the quantum
of haircuts comparable to global standards.
Experts, including the RBI governor, have also
pointed to the delay in resolving cases.
Around 13,170 insolvency cases involving
claims of Rs 9.2 trillion are awaiting resolution
before the NCLT and about 71 per cent of the
cases have been pending for over 180 days.
The average recovery from bad assets has
increased considerably in the IBC compared to
Lok Adalats, Debt Recovery Tribunals (DRTs),
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Financials of Public Sector Banks–Quarter ended 30.06.2021 (Rs in Crores)
Sl.No

1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9
10
11
12

Total
Business(Net)
Amount

Bank

Bank of Maharashtra
Bank of Baroda
Bank of India
Canara Bank
Central Bank of India
Indian Bank
Indian Overseas Bank
Punjab National Bank
Punjab & Sind Bank
State Bank of India
UCO Bank
Union Bank of India

Operating
Profit
Amount

284970
1642804
1038082
1706422
506712
929707
381885
1823685
166411
6244780
163919
332946
1553619

1110
5707
2806
5751
1178
3472
1202
6099
411
18975
1286
5303

Net Profit
Amount

208
1209
720
1177
206
1182
327
1023
174
6504
102
1181

Gross NPA

CRAR
Basel III
%

Net NPA

Amount

%

Amount

%

7022
63029
56042
58215
27892
37759
15952
104076
9055
134259
11322
87762

6.35%
8.86%
13.51%
8.50%
15.92%
9.69%
11.48%
14.33%
13.33%
5.32%
9.37%
13.60%

2353
20260
12424
22434
7904
12653
3998
38581
2207
43153
4387
27437

2.22%
3.03%
3.35%
3.46%
5.09%
3.47%
3.15%
5.84%
3.61%
1.77%
3.85%
4.69%

14.46%
15.40%
15.07%
13.36%
14.88%
15.92%
15.48%
15.19%
17.62%
13.66%
14.24%
13.32%

ROA
%

0.41%
0.42%
0.37%
0.42%
0.24%
0.75%
0.46%
0.30%
6%
0.59%
0.57%
0.15%
0.43%

163919
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CRR

4.00%

SLR

18.00%

Repo Rate

4.00%

Reverse Repo

3.35%

MSF Rate

4.25%

Bank rate

4.25%

MCLR/RBLR Rates of our Bank w.e.f. 03.09.2021
Overnight

6.95%

1month

3months

6 months

One Year

RBLR

7.05%

7.15%

7.25%

7.35%

6.80%

